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Safety & Security

Complying with legal requirements in just a few clicks
The new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) of the EU will come into
effect on 25 May 2018. How can companies cope with this new situation? With
their Enterprise Resource Authorization Manager (ERAM) programme, Tools4ever
has developed a tool to support compliance with the new law.
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The General Data Protection Regulation
will significantly change the way companies deal with data of EU citizens. To
comply with the new legal requirements,
companies need a data management
strategy, first of all for sensible personal
data. With the new law, EU citizens have
a right to demand an insight into their
stored personal data. Therefore, companies must find a way to locate data as
quickly as possible. The GDPR only allows data to be stored for a specific purpose – data should have an ‘expiry date’
when it is automatically deleted. Should
data be lost or stolen, the information
leakage has to be reported within 72
hours.

The main security risk is, however, a
company’s own employees because they
have extensive access rights to sensible
data. Tools4ever offers transparency and
control with the Enterprise Resource Authorization Manager (ERAM), a software

that shows who has access to what data
in the file system – with only a few clicks.
Access rights that are too extensive or not
used can easily and quickly be withdrawn.
Merely by installing this software, it assists
companies in reaching compliance with the
GDPR’s access management paragraph.
With Tools4ever’s programme at hand,
companies definitely do not have to fear 25
May 2018.
www.tools4ever.de

Innovative security technology made in Germany
As a security provider rooted in the provision of conventional security services
for many years, CAO Systems knows exactly which measures to take to make
publicly accessible spaces safe.
TEXT: SILKE HENKELE |
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Founded in 2015, security company CAO
Systems has a highly reliable symbiosis
between substantial experience in the
security industry, state-of-the art technology and engineering and serves a
wide range of customers. “CAO Systems
sees itself as the partner of security representatives and decisions makers responsible for large building sites, major
public events or any other large projects
that involve the security of large, publicly
accessible sites,” says Marc Thurn, CEO at
CAO Systems, describing the enterprise’s
scope of activities.
In addition to this wide-ranging field
of engagement, CAO System stands out
by distinguishing services: “CAO Systems
only uses the latest technology as well as
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equally high-end smart recognition software. We keep a round-the-clock documentation facility, offer intelligent alarm
functionalities as well as the possibility
for remote access. Despite this extremely
secure und state-of-the-art service, we are
still able to offer our customers savings of

up to 70 per cent compared to any conventional security provider,” offers Thurn.
Fully digital security systems by CAO
Systems are flexible, cost-efficient, comprehensive and always up to date. “As we
are constantly evaluating our products,
we are currently undergoing a restructuring of our product portfolio LivEye, and
will present our customers with an even
more modern and comprehensive range
of services soon,”Thurn concludes.
www.cao-systems.com
Left: Mobile monitoring systems by CAO
Systems.
Right: Nocturnal incident monitored and
documented by CAO Systems.

